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We introduce a theoretical design approach aiming at improving energy density of redox

flow batteries (RFBs) via the utilization of redox non-innocent ligands capable of stabilizing

ametal center in a wide range of oxidation states. Our findings suggest that this promotes

the possibility of multiple redox events as well as high open circuit voltages. Specifically,

we have proposed two Fe-coordination complexes (I, Fe(Me2Pytacn)(C2N3H2), and II,

Fe(H2pmen)(C2N3H2)) combining two different types of ligands, i.e., catalyst-inspired

scaffolds and triazole ring, which were previously shown to promote high and low

oxidation states in transition metals, respectively. These complexes exhibit as many as

six theoretical redox events in the full range of charge states +4 → −2, several of which

reside within the electrochemical window of acetonitrile. Electronic structure calculations

show that the Fe center exhibits oxidation states ranging from the very rare Fe4+ to Fe1+.

Values of the reduction potentials as well as nature of the redox events of both complexes

is found to be similar in their high +4 → +1 charge states. In contrast, while exhibiting

qualitatively similar redox behavior in the lower 0 → −2 range, some differences in the

electronic ground states, delocalization patterns as well as reduction potential values are

also observed. The calculated open circuit voltages can reach values of 5.09 and 6.14 V

for complexes I and II, respectively, and hold promise to be experimentally accessible

within the electrochemical window of acetonitrile expanded by addition of ionic liquids.

The current results obtained for these two complexes are intended to illustrate a more

general principle based on the simultaneous utilization of two types of ligands responsible

for the stabilization of high and low oxidation states of the metal that can be used to

design the next-generation charge carriers capable of supporting multi-electron redox

and operating in a broad range of charge states, leading to RFBs with greater energy

density.

Keywords: redox flow batteries (RFB), catalyst-inspired, computational modeling, density functional theory,

Fe-complex, redox potentials

INTRODUCTION

The worldwide demand of electricity as a major form of energy is increasing significantly every
year [1]. Although renewable energy sources still make up only a small part of the total energy
produced in the world, their rapid expansion and utilization leave no doubt that humanity will
eventually switch to using them as more environmentally friendly and cost effective choices [2].
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However, current renewable energy resources, such as wind,
solar, and wave power, are intermittent and require new energy
storage solutions to be incorporated on the grid. Utilization
of redox flow batteries (RFBs) has recently been recognized
as a promising technology for scalable energy storage, ranging
from shopping centers, computing/data handling facilities, and
factories, to electricity grids [3–5]1,2. Unlike traditional batteries,
where energy is stored in and limited by the electrodes, non-
hybrid RFBs only use the electrodes/cell for the transfer of energy
to/from dissolved chemical species that largely reside in external
tanks [6]. The rational design scheme ensuring decoupling
between power delivery and energy density makes such systems
very flexible and scalable [7, 8].

Since the invention of the first RFB system [9], significant
progress has been made in their development [10–28]. Current
state-of-the-art commercial non-hybrid flow cell technology
uses an aqueous acidic electrolyte and one-electron redox
couples, e.g., VII/VIII and VIV/VV3,4. On one hand, these RFBs
can exhibit unlimited energy capacity simply by using larger
electrolyte storage tanks, while also being inherently safe since
the electrolyte is aqueous and non-flammable. On the other
hand, the energy density in these systems is controlled by
the concentration of vanadium, which is an expensive metal
also requiring specific conditions for better solubility [29].
Some efficient steps have recently been undertaken with the
aim of increasing their energy storage capacity as well as
expanding the temperature range, in which they can operate
[30]. However, the narrow electrochemical window (EW) of
water (1.23V) prevents accessibility to a large number of
redox events, which could appreciably increase the total open
circuit voltage (OCV) determined as the difference of the
outermost positive and negative redox potentials. Due to the
aforementioned shortcomings, it is difficult for these systems
to meet both operational and economic requirements for broad
market penetration.

In contrast to aqueous systems1,2[31], non-aqueous RFBs can
offer a wider range of working temperature, higher cell voltage,
and potentially higher energy density with a small sacrifice in
greater solvent toxicity/flammability [3]. Milestone examples of
non-aqueous metal-based RFBs include Ru- [32], Fe- [32], U-
[33], V- [34, 35], Mn- [36], Cr- [37], Ni- [38], Co- [39], and
W [40]-containing systems. It is worthy to note that efforts to
develop more efficient electrolytes for non-aqueous RFBs have
mostly been empirical, from both theoretical and experimental
perspectives, with limited attempts toward the rational design of
structural, electronic, and other RFB-relevant properties [41–44].
It is clear that there is an urgent need to develop more affordable
and efficient RFBs to meet the world’s growing energy storage
demands.

To address the challenges of reducing the cost and increasing
energy density of RFBs, we implemented a two-pronged
approach: (1) develop charge carriers based on iron (Fe) and

1https://redflow.com
2http://www.primuspower.com/en/
3http://www.americanvanadium.com
4https://energy.gildemeister.com/en/

(2) utilize two different ligand types to stabilize a wide range
of complex charge states. Cost will primarily be addressed by
using the second most abundant metal in the earth’s crust
and developing high cycle-life charge carriers. Increased energy
density will also facilitate meeting cost charges by reducing the
balance of plant costs [4]. The energy density of a RFB is a
function of cell potential, the number of electrons stored per
molecule, and solubility. Fe complexes are ideal for improving
this density since they have demonstrated oxidation states
ranging from −2 in Na2[Fe(CO)4] [45] to +6 in FeO4 [46].
Since appropriate ligands are critical to the stability of the
aforementioned oxidation states, we propose to use two different
types of ligands, one which help stabilize low charge states, the
other which helps stabilize high charge states, with the hope of
generating high OCV values, leading to RFBs with high energy
density.

To address the aforementioned charge carrier performance
needs, we designed two complexes (I: Fe(Me2Pytacn)(C2N3H2)
and II: Fe(H2pmen)(C2N3H2)) shown in Figure 1. First, we
theoretically evaluated their ability of maintaining structural
integrity in various charge states, surmising that small changes
equate to insignificant structural degradation. This is a key factor
for the performance of a RFB system as reversibility is important
for cycling through charging and discharging. Next, we also
assessed redox properties of these complexes by calculating
their reduction potentials within a rather extended range of
charge states from +4 → −2, thus enabling investigation of
structural and electronic changes at extremes as well as assessing
the limits of such processes from a thermodynamic standpoint.
Mulliken spin density and Adaptive Natural Density Partitioning
(AdNDP) analyses were applied to determine the oxidation states
of the Fe center and shed light on the nature of redox events
(either metal- or ligand-based) at each charge transfer step.
Understanding charge distribution may provide further ideas for
maximizing redox potentials and stability by ligand tuning with
different functional groups of ligands. It is worthy to note that
in this work we considered only thermodynamic properties of
these complexes that determine the capacity of the RFBs. Indeed,
reactivity or transport kinetics may also have impact on the
performance but not on the capacity of RFBs.

In summary, we found that these complexes exhibit six
theoretical redox events in the +4 → −2 range of charge states,
while also maintaining their geometrical structures. In the higher
charge states +4 → +1, the Fe center is hexacoordinated with
two Fe–Ntriazole bonds, while only one such bond is found in the
lower 0 → −2 charge states of both complexes. Analyses of the
spin and charge densities revealed that the oxidation states of the
Fe center in both complexes change from the highest +4 to the
lowest +1 during the whole charge transfer series. Overall, the
redox performance of the two complexes was found to be similar
in the +4 → +1 charge states with some differences in the 0 →
−2 range. The OCV values, which can potentially be accessed
experimentally in the EW of acetonitrile (MeCN) with addition
of ionic liquids (ILs), can reach as high as 5.09 and 6.14V for
complexes I and II, respectively.

It is important to mention that the choice of these two
specific complexes may not necessarily be ideal given the
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FIGURE 1 | Structures of complex I, Fe(Me2Pytacn)(C2N3H2); and II,

Fe(H2pmen)(C2N3H2), where
Me2Pytacn=1-(2’-pyridylmethyl)-4,7-dimethyl

-1,4,7-triazacyclononane, H2pmen=N,N′-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)ethylenediamine,

and C2N3H2 = 1,2,4-triazole.

complexity of a real RFB system, wherein other factors should
also be considered, such as transport kinetics, solubility of
the active species, reversibility, etc. Instead, in this work we
focus on the investigation of the changes in the geometries
as well as in the redox properties occurring upon charge
transfer within the wide range of charge states. This provides
us with an opportunity to assess viability of the proposed
principle, which could further be used to design better charge
carriers for RFBs. A better understanding of the design
principles can help guide the synthesis and selection of charge
carrier candidates for the ultimate use in RFBs leading to
improved energy storage capacities, cyclability, and lower overall
cost.

METHODOLOGY

The reduction potentials of the proposed complexes were
computed using the revised Born-Haber cycle, described
elsewhere [47], in which all reduction steps are referenced
to a calculated absolute half-cell potential of a ferrocene
couple, i.e., Fc0 + An

→ Fc+ + An−1, as opposed to an
experimental standard reference electrode, such as the standard
hydrogen electrode (SHE) or the saturated calomel electrode
(SCE). This approach has recently been applied in a systematic
study of Fe-complexes across a wide range of charge states
[48]. All calculations were carried out with Gaussian 09
software package (Version D.01) [49]. The PBE functional
[50, 51] was utilized as it does not require the application
of a correction term to the theoretical reduction potentials,
as suggested previously [47]. Specifically, in contrast to the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) PBE functional,
hybrid functionals like B3LYP require a consistent shift (−0.48V)
for various transition metal coordination compounds [47]. It
has been shown that the PBE functional provides good results
for several early-, middle-, and late-transition metal complexes
including Fe complexes with high correlation between calculated
and experimental values (R2 = 0.97) [47], thus making it

possible to predict OCV values. In addition, recent studies
[52] have revealed that the PBE functional was less likely
to show artificial charge separation in complexes with redox
non-innocent ligands. The LANL2DZ effective core potential
basis set [53] was employed for Fe, the 6-311G(d) basis
set was used for C and N, and 6-31G(d) was used for H
atoms. Geometry optimizations of the studied complexes with
different spin states (Tables S1, S2) for a particular charge
state were performed both in a gas phase and MeCN solvent
(dielectric constant is 36.64) using the self-consistent reaction
field approach based on the integral equation formalism of the
polarized continuum model (PCM) [54–56], as implemented
in Gaussian 09 [57]. The geometrical structures obtained in
the PCM environment were found to be qualitatively identical
to the gas-phase geometries with only minor variations that
can be neglected. Frequency calculations were performed to
ensure that the optimized geometries represented minima along
the potential energy surface for each charge state of both
complexes.

To understand electronic structure changes occurring in the
+4 → −2 range, we employed Mulliken spin density analysis
and the AdNDP [58] electron density partitioning algorithm,
which has previously been used to decipher complicated
chemical bonding patterns of various transition-metal containing
clusters and molecules [59, 60]. Mulliken spin densities of
the studied complexes were found to have similar values in
both environments (gas-phase or MeCN) at each charge state.
Combination of both methods enabled determination of the
nature of the redox event (metal- or ligand-based), as well
as identification of the oxidation state of the metal center.
AdNDP calculations were performed based on a density matrix
taken from the NBO5.9 [61, 62] calculations at the same
level of theory as the geometry optimizations. The choice
of the NBO version was not found to qualitatively affect
the results of the AdNDP localization algorithm. Previously,
AdNDP was shown to be insensitive to the level of theory
or the basis set used [63]. The Molekel 5.4.0.8 program [64]
was used for molecular orbitals visualization of the AdNDP
results.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Proposed Design Principle
As mentioned earlier, the proposed approach is based on
the combined utilization of two different types of ligands,
which can potentially stabilize complexes both in low and
high charge states. Herein, we tested it in the example of
two specific compounds I and II (Figure 1). Both designed
complexes are composed of two moieties, which were previously
shown to be capable of stabilizing transition metals in either
low or high oxidation states. By pushing the limit for high
oxidation and charge states, which could result in larger values
of redox potentials, one can achieve higher OCV values and
overall energy density going through all charge states. We
chose to exploit two structural motifs, which are used in
highly efficient multi-electron water oxidation catalysis [65,
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66]. Specifically, Me2Pytacn (1-(2′-pyridylmethyl)-4,7-dimethyl-
1,4,7-triazacyclononane) and mep (N,N′-dimethyl-N,N′-bis-
(2-pyridylmethyl)-ethane-1,2-diamine) ligands were previously
used in [Fe(OTf)2(Me2Pytacn)] and [Fe(OTf)2(mep)] complexes,
which oxidize water with higher activity than the tetramido
macrocyclic ligand complexes [65] known to catalyze various
technologically important organic reactions [67, 68]. The most
interesting feature of these complexes is their ability to stabilize
Fe in its rare high oxidation states of +4 and +5 during the
catalytic cycle of water oxidation [65, 66]. Hence, in this work
we employed Me2Pytacn and H2pmen ligands (H2pmen as a
lighter analog of mep, in which methyl groups at the imine
nitrogens are substituted by hydrogens) as potential candidates
to promote high oxidation states of Fe within their high charge
states.

Utilization of these tetradentate nitrogen-based ligands
leaves two available positions at the metal center, which can
be coordinated with some other ligands to stabilize low charge
states. Choosing between two monodentate and one bidentate
ligand to achieve this goal, the latter one is preferred since
the potential loss of even one of the two monodentate ligands
may lead to reversibility issues. Hence, we were inspired by the
1,2,4-triphosphacyclopentadienyl bidentate ligand (C2P3H2),
which has two phosphorous atoms available for coordination
as σ donors, while also being a potential π acceptor due
to the presence of π aromatic system. Heavier analog of
C2P3H2, i.e., C2P3tBu2 ligand has been previously shown to
stabilize low oxidation state transition metal complexes, i.e.,
[{Sc(C2P3tBu2)2}2] was described as a mixed oxidation state
complex containing both Sc(I) and Sc(III) centers [69]. To keep
the same type of coordinated atoms and bonding interactions
around the Fe center, we replaced all P atoms by lighter N atoms,
and thus used a 1,2,4-triazole ring (C2N3H2) as a second ligand.
Altogether, the resulting complexes I, Fe(Me2Pytacn)(C2N3H2),
and II, Fe(H2pmen)(C2N3H2), are anticipated to exhibit both
high and low oxidation states of the Fe center, thus promoting
large theoretical OCV values, while potentially avoiding
large structural reorganizations within the charge transfer
series.

In attempting to design efficient charge carriers capable
of operating within multiple charge states, one also needs to
consider the limitation of EW, in which both low and high
charge states could be experimentally accessible. In this work,
we use MeCN as a solvent of choice due its wide EW, which
is greater than that of water thus providing an opportunity to
access various redox events. From an experimental standpoint,
this solvent is also a good option due to its low viscosity and
reasonable cost [70]. As reported previously [71], the EW
of MeCN can further be expanded by using various ILs. For
instance, introduction of tris(n-hexyl)tetradecylphosphonium
trifluorotris(pentafluoroethyl)phosphate ([P66614][FAP]) can
increase the EWofMeCN from {−2.90V; 2.60 V} up to {−3.10V;
3.40 V} [71]. In principle, such expansion can significantly aid
in the investigation of compounds that are known to oxidize at
high potentials, thus enabling cyclic voltammetry (CV) studies
that may otherwise be limited due to the decomposition of the
solvent.

TABLE 1 | Theoretical reduction potentials (in V) of complexes I and II relative to

Fc0/Fc+ in MeCN in the +4 → −2 range of charge states, and their primary

electron localization sites within each reduction step.

Charge states Reduction potentials Primary |e| localization sites

I II I II

+4 → +3 3.27 3.24 Pyridyl+triazole Pyridyls+triazole

+3 → +2 1.77 1.84 Fe Fe

+2 → +1 −0.09 0.07 Fe Fe

+1 → 0 −1.82 −1.84 Fe+Pyridyl Fe+Pyridyls

0 → −1 −3.40 −2.90 Pyridyl Pyridyls

−1 → −2 −4.47 −3.87 Fe+Pyridyl Fe+Pyridyls

Reduction Potentials
Overall, reduction potentials of complex I and II are found to
have similar values in their +4 → 0 charge states, whilst some
differences are observed at each redox event in the lower 0→−2
range (Table 1).

As expected, both proposed complexes can get oxidized up to
the +4 charge state, producing rather high reduction potentials.
These findings demonstrate the fact that both Me2Pytacn and
H2pmen ligands can indeed act as those capable of stabilizing
high charge states, and likely, high oxidation states of Fe. It
is important to note that the +4 → +3 reduction event may
be experimentally accessible only with the help of ILs, such
as [P66614][FAP], which could expand the oxidative window of
MeCN up to 3.4V [71]. By comparing the reduction potentials
of these two complexes in their lower 0→ −2 charge states, it is
clear that complex I has more negative values at each reduction
step. As will be shown later, this difference can be explained by the
difference in π acceptor capacities of the ligands in these charge
states.

Considering the limits of the EW of MeCN [71], the +3 →

0 charge states are expected to be experimentally accessible for
both complexes. Expansion of the EW of MeCN by introduction
of ILs [71] can help access the +4 → 0 charge states of
complex I, and the +4 → −1 charge states of complex II.
Overall, considering the OCVs of these complexes in the + 4
→ −2 range (Table 2), complex I has the larger value (7.74 vs.
7.11V). However, considering boundaries of the EW of MeCN
(3.59 vs. 3.68V) or MeCN doped with ILs (5.09 vs. 6.14V),
complex II should be a better candidate to harvest/release more
electrons, thus holding promise for RFBs with higher energy
densities.

We also report the sums of all reduction potentials (
∑

)
within various EWs, which are proportional to the energy
density of RFBs. In principle, if it is experimentally possible
to connect batteries in series and make use of all reduction
potentials within the entire charge transfer series, then even
higher voltages can be realized. Specifically, 6full value, defined
as a sum of all reduction potentials within the +4 → −2
range, can get as high as 13.76 and 14.82V for complex I

and II, respectively. Due to the low reduction potential values
associated with the +3 → +2 step, the OCVMeCN and 6MeCN

values of these complexes are very similar. In contrast, 6MeCN+IL
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TABLE 2 | OCV and 6 values of complexes I and II.

Complexes OCVfull OCVMeCN OCVMeCN+IL 6full 6MeCN 6MeCN+IL

I 7.74 3.59 5.09 14.82 3.68 6.95

II 7.11 3.68 6.14 13.76 3.75 9.89

OCVfull denotes the total theoretical OCV within the +4 → −2 range. OCVMeCN is the OCV accessible in the EW of MeCN defined to {−2.90 to 2.60 V}.75 OCVMeCN+IL is the OCV

accessible in the EW of MeCN expanded due to the addition of IL [P66614 ][FAP], thus defined to {−3.10 to 3.40 V}.75 6full , 6MeCN , 6MeCN+IL denote sums of the reduction potentials

accessible in the full theoretical range, in the EW of MeCN, and in the EW of MeCN doped by ILs, respectively.

values of complex I (6.95V) and II (9.89V) are appreciably
higher than their corresponding OCVMeCN+IL values (5.09 and
6.14V).

Let us compare OCV values of the studied complexes
with the corresponding values of charge carriers employed in
commercially available RFB systems. For instance, OCV values
of one of the most developed aqueous all-vanadium RFB [72,
73] (1.35V) or zinc-bromine hybrid RFB (1.85V) [74], which
offers one of the highest cell voltages due to the release of two
electrons per atom of zinc, are appreciably lower than that of
complex II in the EW of MeCN (OCVMeCN = 3.68V). OCV
values of aqueous RFBs are principally lower than those of non-
aqueous systems because the expanded EW of the organic solvent
provides an opportunity to access redox events outside the EW
of water. By comparing the OCVs of complexes I and II to the
previously reported non-aqueous systems, it is also evident that
they are higher than those of M-acetylacetonates, e.g., Ru(acac)3
(1.75V) [75], V(acac)3 (2.20V) [34], Cr(acac)3 (3.40V) [37].
Since complex II has two pyridyl moieties, one should compare
it to the previously reported redox potentials of the M(bpy)3 and
M(tpy)2 complexes (M=Fe, Ru) (vs. Fc0/Fc+) in the +3 → −1
charge states [76]. Within this range, the OCV value of complex
II (4.74V) is also higher than those of Fe(bpy)3 (2.71V [77, 78]
and 2.80V [76]), Ru(bpy)3 (2.88V) [79, 80], Fe(tpy)2 (3.14V)
[76], and Ru(tpy)2 (3.24V) [81–83]. Indeed, the expansion of
the EW by ILs could further increase the OCV values of all
complexes. For example, as seen from Table 1, accessibility of
the +4 charge state of complex II can result in the increase of
the OCV by 1.4V, i.e., due to the reduction potential value of
the +4 → +3 redox event. Overall, it is clear that the OCV
values of the proposed complexes are higher than those of the
existing charge carriers, thus justifying the proposed approach.
Obviously, due to the high number of redox events accessible
within the EW of MeCN expanded by ILs (4 and 5 in the cases of
complexes I and II, respectively) as well as their high OCV and
6 values, such systems hold promise for RFBs with high energy
densities.

Structural Stability
As mentioned earlier, geometrical stability is a critical aspect
of charge carriers needed for reversible redox processes and
cyclability of RFBs. Among the wide range of charge states
from +4 to −2 being considered, no drastic geometrical
changes were observed. Specifically, the oxidative limit of
+4 was chosen because complex I was found to exhibit an
appreciable structural change at the higher +5 charge state,
i.e., oxidation of the triazole ring resulting in the breaking of

FIGURE 2 | Fe–N bond lengths of the pyridyl, triazacyclononane, and triazole

moieties of complex I in the +4 → −2 range of charge states.

one of the C–N bonds. The considered anodic limit was set
to −2 due to the detachment of the triazacyclononane ligand
of complex I at the hypothetical −3 charge state resulting
in the complete loss of coordination. Since the geometrical
changes for complex I are generally similar to those of complex
II (Figure S1), for brevity of discussion Figure 2 illustrates
trends of the Fe–N bond distances of complex I for the
range of the +4 → −2 charge states. The detailed numbers
for both complex I and II are tabulated in Table S3 and
all their geometries in each charge state are illustrated in
Figures S2, S3.

No appreciable geometrical changes of any of the Fe–N
bonds are observed in the +4 → +1 range of states (Table S3,
Figures S1–S3) for both complexes (standard deviation is up to
0.04). At the 0 charge state, one of the nitrogen atoms of the
triazole ring tilts away from the metal center within the same
plane (2.84 and 2.89 Å for complexes I and II, respectively), thus
losing its coordination (Figures S2, S3). However, the bidentate
triazole ring remains connected to the metal center with one
Fe–N bond, thus avoiding a complete detachment. Such “off”
mode of this N atom is preserved across the series upon
further reductions with an increasing Fe–NTriazole1 distance, up
to 3.15 and 3.16 Å at the −2 charge state for complexes I and
II, respectively while maintaining one short Fe–N bond. This
increase is accompanied by simultaneous tilting and twisting
of the triazole ring out of the initial plane at the lower charge
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FIGURE 3 | Mulliken spin densities on the metal center, pyridyls,

triazacyclononane, and triazole moieties of complex I in the +4 → −2 range of

charge states.

states +1 → −2. At the same time, Fe–NTriazole2 distance
slightly increases although still keeping its coordination with
Fe (from 2.02 Å at 0 charge state up to 2.10 Å at −2 for
complex I, and from 1.95 Å at 0 charge state up to 2.27
Å at −2 for complex II). The Fe–Npyridyl distances get only
slightly longer in the +1 → −2 charge states (by up to 0.13
and 0.05 Å for complexes I and II, respectively). However, the
increases in Fe–NTacn bond distances of complex I (by up to
0.46 Å) and Fe–NEn distances in complex II (by up to 0.44 Å)
are more pronounced. Nevertheless, the molecular frameworks
of both complexes are still preserved even at the extreme
−2 state (Figures S2, S3), thus demonstrating that they are
potentially capable of restoring their hexacoordinate geometries
upon oxidation. Overall, the geometry of complexes I and II

can be preserved by switching “on” with bidentate mode in high
charge states and switching “off” with monodentate mode in low
charge states.

Spin and Charge Density
To gain further insight into the electronic structure
changes occurring during the charge transfer within
the series, we employed Mulliken spin density analysis
(Figure 3, Figure S4, Tables S4, S5) in conjunction with
the AdNDP method (Tables S6–S19, Figures S5–S10) for
both complexes. Considering trends across the series one
can deduce the nature of the redox event (metal- or ligand-
based), as well as identify the oxidation state of the metal
center.

Similar changes in the Fe–N bond lengths of both complexes
across the +4→ −2 charge states are supported by qualitatively
similar electron localization schemes (Table 1, Tables S6–S19).
For brevity of discussion, we will focus on complex I to describe
its electronic structure changes, while adding remarks on the
redox performance of complex II if it is different from that of
complex I (see Tables S13–S19 for the detailed description of
chemical bonding of complex II). Considering the +1 charge

state as a starting point, first we describe a redox behavior in the
high (+4→+1) and, afterwards, in the lower (+1→−2) charge
states. The+1 charge state (referred to as [complex]+1 hereafter)
corresponds to the closed-shell low-spin ground state electronic
configuration of a Fe2+ (3d6) system, hence the Mulliken spin
densities on all fragments are equal to zero (Tables S4, S5).
The occupation numbers (ON) values of the three d-type lone
pairs (LPs) on Fe (Figure S5a) are in excellent agreement with
this assignment, showing the d5.76 configuration for complex I

(Tables S9, S16). As expected based on the Fe–N bond distances,
there are six two-center two-electron (2c−2e) Fe–N σ bonds with
highON values (1.88–1.96 |e|) responsible for the hexacoordinate
coordination of Fe (Figure S5c). Besides the 2c−2e C–C and
C–H σ bonds, constituting framework of the complex I, there
is also one s-type LP on the non-coordinating N atom of the
triazole ligand (NTriazole3) with ON=1.91 |e| (Figure S5b), and
six delocalized π bonds with ON=1.91–2.00 |e|, i.e., three six-
center two-electron (6c−2e) π bonds found over the pyridyl
moiety (Figure S6a) and three five-center two-electron (5c−2e)
π bonds over the triazole ring (Figure S6b).

Due to the similar oxidative power of the Me2Pytacn
and H2pmen ligands, both complexes exhibit similar redox
performances in the +4 → +1 charge states (Table 1).
Detachment of one electron from the singlet [complex]+1 (from
the dyz orbital, Figure S5a) produces a doublet [complex]+2

species with the Fe3+ center (d4.93 configuration, Table S8). The
Mulliken spin densities as well as ON values of the AdNDP bonds
show no appreciable changes on any other fragments, except for
the metal center, hence, the +2 → +1 step is characterized as a
pure metal-based reduction event. Further electron detachment
produces a triplet [complex]+3, where one electron is removed
from the dxy orbital of Fe (Figure S5a), thus resulting in the
Fe4+ metal center with d3.96 configuration (Table S7). Some
increase (0.34 |e|) in Mulliken spin densities on the triazole ring
of [complex]+3 in comparison to [complex]+2 is in excellent
agreement with the smaller ON values of the s-type LP of
NTriazole3 (1.90 |e| vs. 1.80 |e|) and one of the 5c−2e π bonds
(1.84 |e| vs. 1.76 |e|), thus pointing to the partial oxidation
of the triazole in [complex]+3. Subsequent electron removal
slightly changes the d configuration of Fe (d3.75) keeping the
Fe4+ oxidation state in [complex]+4. Simultaneous oxidation of
pyridyl and triazole fragments is confirmed by both spin and
charge density analyses (Tables S4, S6). Specifically, the ON of
one of the 6c−2e π bonds with two nodal planes of pyridyl
(Figure S6b) drops from 1.92 |e| to 1.66 |e|, and the ON of the
LP on NTriazole3 (Figure S5b) decreases from 1.80 |e| to 1.63 |e|.
Similar behavior is observed for complex II at the +4 → +3
step, though its lower values of Mulliken spin density (1.57) and
higher d electron configuration on metal center (3.86) at the +4
charge state suggests that the catalyst-inspired ligand of complex
I is capable of promoting higher oxidation states of the metal
center than complex II (Tables S5, S13). Overall, both complexes
hold promise to be stable at high charge states, involving high
oxidation states of Fe, thus validating our initial assumptions.

Although exhibiting similar redox performances in the +4
→ +1 range, complexes I and II have more differences in their
lower charge states +1 → −2. As noted before, addition of
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one electron to the singlet [complex]+1 results in breaking the
Fe–Ntriazole1 bond (LP is formed on the Ntriazole1 atom instead
of the bond, Figure S7b) and small increase of the Fe–NTacn

distances (Figure 2). This geometric change is associated with the
formation of a quartet [complex]0 species. The +1 → 0 event
is characterized as a simultaneous reduction of the Fe center
and pyridyl fragment through the formation of a delocalized
bond over the pyridyl fragment and metal center (Figure S7c).
The negative value of the Mulliken spin density on pyridyl
(−0.37) is due to the polarization effect, in excellent agreement
with the increased beta electron density on the pyridyl moiety
as well as somewhat increased d electron configuration (d6.43)
on the Fe center, as evident from the AdNDP calculations
(Table S10). Thus, [complex]0 can be considered as the one with
an intermediate oxidation state of Fe, i.e., Fe2+/1+. Increase
of the Fe–NTacn distances leads to a more ionic character of
bonding between triazacyclononanemoiety and the metal center.
In fact, the 2c−2e Fe–NTacn σ bonds could also be viewed as
three direct LPs of N atoms pointing toward Fe (Table S10,
Figure S7a). Their ON values are similar to those of the Fe–
NTacn σ bonds, thus supporting ionic character of this bonding.
Importantly, the Fe–NTacn bond elongation does not perturb
the overall geometry of the complex, thus holding potential
for these Fe–NTacn σ bonds to be restored upon oxidation.
Similar reduction pattern is observed for complex II, although
with a low-spin electron configuration (doublet), which exhibits
smaller Fe–N bond distance increase at the +1 → 0 step as
compared to the complex I (Table S3). As opposed to complex I,
complex II exhibits smaller d electron configuration suggesting
smaller degree of metal reduction (d6.23) and larger electron
delocalization over the pyridyl moieties. Further reduction of
the [complex]0 proceeds with the formation of the quintet
[complex]−1 species, as confirmed by somewhat increased Fe–N
bond distances (Figure 2). Mulliken spin density on the pyridyl
moiety (0.66) is associated with its reduction, in agreement with
the formation of the additional 6c−1e π∗ bond (Table S11,
Figure S8) over the pyridyl fragment (α electron density). Thus,
the 0 → −1 event is characterized as a primary reduction of the
pyridyl ligand while still keeping the intermediate oxidation state
of Fe between 2+ and 1+ (d6.62). In contrast, due to the presence
of the second pyridyl moiety, complex II at the −1 charge state
has two electrons occupying antibonding π∗ orbitals over the
pyridyls (one electron on each, Figure S9). These electrons are
antiferromagnetically coupled with two d-electrons of the Fe
center, thus resulting in a lower-spin triplet state (Table S18) and
formal Fe2+ oxidation state (d5.87). The last reduction event of
complex I (−1 → −2) is also accompanied by the simultaneous
reduction of Fe (major, population of beta density of the d2z
LP of Fe) and pyridyl moiety (minor), resulting in a higher
d electron configuration (d7.39) that accounts for the lowest
oxidation state of Fe within the series, i.e., Fe1+. The quartet
ground state of the [complex]−2 stems from the two unpaired d-
electrons (dxy and dx2−y

2) on Fe and one delocalized 6c−1e π∗

bond (Table S12). In contrast, complex II has smaller d-electron
density on Fe in complex II (d5.89), andmore delocalized bonding
via formation of thirteen-center one-electron (13c−1e) π∗ bond
involving two pyridyls and the metal center (Figure S10), while
still keeping the formal oxidation state of +2 on Fe (Table S19).

Overall, comparing two complexes in their low+1→−2 charge
states, one can see that the combination of the Me2Pytacn and
triazole ligands of complex I promotes a stabilization of the
lower oxidation states of Fe (Fe1+) as compared to complex II,
where the H2pmen and triazole couple can promote only an
intermediate Fe2+/1+ oxidation state. This difference is reflected
in the greater negative values of reduction potentials of complex
I as compared to complex II in the 0→−2 charge states.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Herein, we propose a design principle for charge carriers that
could be used in RFBs based on combining ligands capable
of stabilizing both high and low oxidation states of metal
centers that could promote multiple redox events and high OCV
values. The choice of the ligands is based on their ability to
stabilize transition metals in unusually high (up to 5+) and
low (1+) oxidation states due to the simultaneous presence
of the σ donor as well as π acceptor groups. Specifically, two
theoretically designed complexes Fe(Me2Pytacn)(C2N3H2) (I)
and Fe(H2pmen)(C2N3H2) (II), are calculated to exhibit up to
four/five redox events within the EW attainable by MeCN with
the addition of ILs, such as [P66614][FAP]. Spin and charge
density analyses confirm the appearance of the high Fe4+ and
low Fe1+ oxidation states in the charge states +4 → −2. Both
complexes hold promise to be stable in their highest +4 charge
state, though complex I was found to be capable of oxidizing
Fe slightly better than complex II. Similar oxidative power of
the catalyst-inspired Me2Pytacn and H2pmen ligands explains
their comparable redox performance in the high charge states
with very similar reduction potential values. Although the nature
of the redox events in the lower +1 → −2 is also similar in
both complexes, different electronic ground states, delocalization
patterns, and oxidation states of Fe are noticed. Due to the
smaller number of π acceptor moieties, complex I was found
to stabilize lower oxidation states of Fe (Fe1+) than complex II

(intermediate Fe2+/1+) in these states. The difference in the redox
behaviors is reflected in the greater negative values of reduction
potentials of complex I as compared to complex II in the 0→−2
charge states. Overall, the OCV values of complexes I and II can
reach rather high values (5.09 and 6.14V in the EW of MeCN
expanded by the addition of ILs, i.e., {−3.10V to 3.40 V}). The
OCV values of the proposed systems are found to be significantly
higher than those of aqueous systems (such as all-vanadium
and zinc-bromide), as well as non-aqueous M-acetylacetonates,
such as (Ru(acac)3, V(acac)3, Cr(acac)3), and pyridyl-containing
M(bpy)3 and M(tpy)2 systems (M=Fe, Ru) in their respective
+3 → −1 charge states. No appreciable geometrical changes of
any of the Fe–N bonds were observed in the +4 → +1 range of
states of both complexes, indicating strong stability of complexes
in those states. Switching off one of the two Fe–NTriazole bonds
and elongation of the Fe–NTacn and Fe–NEn distances occurred
in the lower +1 → −2 range, while still holding potential for
these σ bonds to be restored upon oxidation. As a result, these
two complexes show promise for the rational design of charge
carriers with high OCVs and multiple redox events, thus giving
prospects for RFBs high energy density.
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It is worth mentioning that although the two novel complexes
proposed in this study do exhibit multiple redox events and
high OCV values, before they are employed as charge carriers
in commercial RFBs, studies of compounds solubility, transport
kinetics across the charge states, reversibility, proper membranes,
and electrodes, as well as other techno-economical parameters
are needed. However, while recognizing the importance of all
these factors, in this work we illustrated the viability of the
design principle based on the utilization of catalysts-inspired
ligands to stabilize high charge states (oxidation states) as well
as triazole ligands for stabilizing low oxidation states of the
metal center while keeping the molecular framework stable. The
proposed approach can serve as a more general guideline for
experimentalists to design charge carriers for next-generation
RFBs by exploring various combinations of ligands capable of
operating in both low and high charge states to produce high
OCV values.
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